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their interest for long: it is hard to concentrate attention
with passengers getting in and out, with noise and rattle
around one.
Nothing likely to induce thought must be set before
them* The news must be that of the surface of life, it
must arouse surface interest, stimulate shallow emotion.
All events must be treated as far as possible from the
personal standpoint: there must be more about the per-
sons concerned in them than about the events themselves,
unless these were of a sensational nature* Thus a picture
of a Chancellor of the Exchequer walking to the House
of Commons on Budget Day (especially if his wife walks
with him) may be of greater value than an analysis of his
figures* Gossip about politicians' habits or eccentricities
is worth more space than the policies they stand for or the
speeches in which they explain themselves, although
something vital to the public welfare may be at stake*
This technique grew to its present perfection long after
the founding in 1896 of the Daily Mail. In appearance the
new paper was kept studiously near to the established
organs* The intention was, as I have said, to win pur-
chasers by offering an article which resembled what they
were used to and cost only half as much* The founders—
Northcliffe, his brother Harold (Lord Rothermere), and
Kennedy Jones—were shrewdly anxious not to startle the
public. It was a novelty they were putting on the market,
but they took care not to let it seem too novel*
They had already tested the effect of their fresh ideas,
and with encouraging outcome* A derelict paper, the
Evening Mw$, had been bought cheap and turned into a
valuable property* This had brought Kennedy Jones
into the business, had given him his opportunity to
exchange the position of a not very successful reporter
for that of joint director in the most prosperous newspaper

